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Editörlerden
Dünyaya açılmamızı sağlayacak Arkeoloji Bilimleri Dergisi’nin ilk sayısı ile hepinize
merhaba diyoruz.
Arkeoloji bir süredir geçmişin yorumlanmasında teknoloji ve doğa bilimleri ile yoğun
iş birliği içinde yeni bir anlayışa evrilmekte. Üniversiteler, ilgili kurum ve enstitülerde
her yeni gün açılmakta olan “Arkeoloji Bilimleri” bölümleri ve programları, geleneksel
anlayışı yavaş yavaş terk ederek değişen yeni bilim iklimine adapte olmaya çalışmaktalar.
Arkeoloji disiplininin geçmişi, geçmişte yaşayan insanların yaşam biçimlerini bütüncül
bir şekilde anlamaya, hızla gelişen ve yaygınlaşan teknolojilerle her geçen on yılda daha
fazla yaklaşıyor. Arkeolojik araştırmalar, sorgulama ve değerlendirme biçimleri, bu yeni
bilim üretme biçimine dönüşüyor. Derginin editörleri olarak bizler, bu süreçte, bu dönüşüme katkı sağlayacak bir mecra oluşturmanın önemli olduğu kanısındayız.
Amacımız arkeoloji içindeki arkeobotanik, arkeozooloji, alet ve bina teknolojileri, tarihlendirme, mikromorfoloji, biyoarkeoloji, jeokimyasal ve spektroskopik analizler, coğrafi
bilgi sistemleri, iklim ve çevre modellemeleri gibi farklı uzmanlık alanlarının çeşitlenerek yaygınlaşmasına katkı sağlamak ve arkeolojide bilimsel yöntem ve analizlerin geliştirilmesi ve uygulanması üzerine çalışan bilim insanlarını bir araya getirmek. Elbette yeni
ve özgün metodolojik ve kuramsal yaklaşımlar üzerine yapılan araştırmalara da yer vereceğiz. Destek, katkı ve ilginizi derginin seyri ve gelişimi adına çok önemli görüyoruz.
Güneş Duru & Mihriban Özbaşaran
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Note from the editors
We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves to the world, and say
‘hello’ to the archaeological media with the very first issue of our new archaeological
journal: The Turkish Journal of Archaeological Sciences.
For the past couple of decades archaeology has been evolving in close cooperation with
new technologies and the advances in the natural sciences towards new understandings and interpretations of the past. More and more newly established departments
and programs in universities and other relevant institutions focus on “Archaeological
Sciences” as they try to adapt to a changing climate, and gradually abandon older traditions. Rapidly developing technological, methodological and analytical advances
move us closer to understanding the way of life in past communities in a holistic way.
Archaeological research programs, and the many innovative new ways of testing, inquiring and evaluating these all converge into this new way of producing ‘science’. As
the founding editors of the TJAS, we think it is important to have a medium that will
contribute to this transformation.
Our goal is to contribute to the diversification and dissemination of different areas of
expertise such as archaeobotany, archaeozoology, tool and building technologies, dating
methods, micromorphology, bioarchaeology, geochemical and spectroscopic analyses,
geographical information systems, climate and environmental modeling. We aim to
bring scholars working on the development and application of scientific methods and
analyses together in these volumes. We also seek to include in these pages recent advances in methodological and theoretical approaches. Your support, contributions and
engagement with the archaeological science presented here are crucial to the progress
and development of the journal.
Güneş Duru & Mihriban Özbaşaran
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Documenting Near Eastern Neolithic
Architecture: Aspects of 2D and 3D
Recording of Built Environments
Moritz Kinzela
Abstract
How do we document architectural contexts? For which purpose do we document them? Why
are we documenting in 2D or 3D? By doing so, do we actually document all the aspects of an
architectural context that we want to capture? How do we record structural changes over time
(building phases)? These and other aspects require consideration when documenting architectural contexts in the framework of archaeological fieldwork. The choice of approaches defines
the methods and techniques we apply to achieve the results and final product that we seek or
wish to present. Based on a case study from Göbekli Tepe, various aspects of 3D Structure from
Motion (SfM) -recording and modelling will be discussed in this contribution.
Keywords: Near Eastern Neolithic architecture, 3D-recording, photogrammetry, Anatolia,
Göbekli Tepe, digital data management

Özet
Mimari bağlamları nasıl belgeleriz? Hangi amaçlarla belgeleriz? Neden 2B ya da 3B belgeleme yapıyoruz? Bu şekilde mimariyi bağlamsal olarak elde etmek istediğimiz tüm yönleriyle
birlikte belgelemiş olur muyuz? Zamanla meydana gelen yapısal değişimleri (yapı evrelerini)
nasıl kaydederiz? Mimari kalıntıları ve onların arkeolojik bağlamını belgelerken konuyu çeşitli
biçimlerde ele alan bu gibi soruları dikkate almalıyız. Soruların cevapları ise aslında ulaştığımız
sonuçlar ve ihtiyaç duyduğumuz ya da ortaya koymak istediğimiz nihai durum için başvurduğumuz yöntem ve tekniklerle sınırlıdır. Bu bağlamda yazıda üç boyutlu (3B) Hareket ile
Nesne Oluşturma/Structure from Motion (SfM) tekniğinin bu konudaki katkıları Göbekli
Tepe örneği üzerinden çeşitli yönleriyle tartışmaya açılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Yakındoğu Neolitik mimarisi, üç boyutlu belgeleme, fotogrametri, Anadolu, Göbekli Tepe, dijital veri yönetimi
a

Moritz Kinzel, Dr.-Ing., Deutsches Archäologisches Institut – Abteilung Istanbul.
moritz.kinzel@dainst.de ; https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5836-9797
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Introduction
How to document building remains? How to make sense of the remains? Generations of architects and archaeologists have learned how to document buildings with traditional techniques
and methods, for example, using 2D-representations of the reality with pencil on paper or
with cardboard or plastic sheets and the help of local grid systems and reference points. This
documentation process sees the careful selection of sections and positioning of elevation measurements; additional construction details were chosen to represent the buildings as such and to
allow their 2D-reproduction in books, on information panels or as architectural models in museums. Once the scale was set, all other parameters—accuracy, precision, level of detailing etc.
fell in place. However, drawings, as accurate and precise as they may be, are an interpretation of
the reality. Dimensions are given in measurements and the pencil or inked lines represent area
borders and traces of tooling or use. Yet, the density of information found in drawings combined with level measurements and annotations is so high that all relevant data can be recorded.
In most cases, it is even possible to add data that is not even visible as projections of features
above or below the documentation plane.
On the other hand, latest state of the art 3D-recording offers great data sets, which can be revisited whenever necessary and processed, even if the context no longer exists, which is the rule
rather than the exception in the case of archaeological fieldwork. Therefore, it is all the more
important that the 3D-recording is carried out properly and that the contexts are prepared
accordingly. The necessity of this procedure is illustrated below by means of a case study from
Göbekli Tepe. For a better understanding of the 3D-recording methods in use today the history
and development of the method and the technology will be summarised and the weaknesses
and strengths of the various approaches discussed.

Documenting Neolithic Architecture at Göbekli Tepe,
Area L09-80 / Space 16/42
Excavations in area L09-80 at Göbekli Tepe1 undertaken in 2001 (Figure 1) exposed ‘rectangular’ architecture dating to the Early and Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (mid to late-9th millennium cal. BCE2) which was documented using traditional hand drawings in 20013 (ground
plan; Figure 6) and in the following year4 (elevations; Figure 7).
1 The Neolithic site of Göbekli Tepe (SE-Turkey) is located northeast of the modern city of Şanlıurfa in

the Germuş mountains. Until comparatively recently, excavation (which began in 1995) have focused
on the special (monumental) buildings with their T-shaped pillars (Schmidt 2006, 2012; Clare 2020).
The architecture around the special buildings (Kurapkat 2014, 2015; Piesker 2014) has not been studied
intensively so far (Kinzel et al. 2020; Kinzel and Clare 2020; Breuers and Kinzel in press.).

2

Kinzel and Clare 2020: 32-33.

3

by C. Winterstein.

4

by D. Kurapkat.
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The PPNB residential architecture revealed at Göbekli Tepe has seen comparatively little investigation, as it was always overshadowed by the monumental architecture of the “special buildings” (Kurapkat 2015; Kinzel and Clare 2020).
In the course of the construction of a permanent protective shelter over the main excavation area
(southeast hollow) of the site in 2017 and 2018, the chance arose to further excavate a PPNB
residential unit (Space 16) in area L09-80. These investigations saw the removal of all remaining
sediment deposits from this space down to floor level—Locus L09-80-122 (Tvetmarken 2017;
Kinzel et al. 2020; Breuers and Kinzel in press; Schönicke in prep.). In addition to traditional
recording techniques and hand sketches, during the 2017 field season the area was regularly
photographed to produce SfM-based 3D-models. Height levels were taken with a dumpy level
and additional reference points were measured with a total station (Leica TS06). It turned out
that the architectural context of space 16 was much more complex than expected. The existing
documentation barely covered the findings and certainly failed to capture them adequately. For
this reason, and in order to get a better understanding of the contexts, we returned to space 16
in 2018. Especially the western walls were cleaned extensively with an industrial vacuum cleaner to clarify stratigraphic relations of the various walls in this area (Figure 2a, 2b and Figure 3).
This time, high-resolution images were taken (with a Nikon D700 and D850) to produce a new
3D-model of the area based on the same reference points from 2017. All models were initially
processed with Agisoft Photoscan5 and re-visited for this contribution in Agisoft Metashape6.
Orthographic scaled screenshots were produced with Metashape or Meshlab (Cignoni et al.
2008) for this contribution. The images were further processed with AutoDesk AutoCAD,
Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop or Affinity photo and Affinity designer. Digital drawing
tablets (Wacom intuos) supported the production of vector-based 2D-plans of the presented
contexts.

Structure from Motion-Old Wine in New Bottles
Photogrammetry or stereo-photography is not a new method. It was introduced over one hundred years ago and helped to document difficult to reach parts of buildings and inaccessible
areas and to reduce the time in the field (Finsterwalder and Hofmann 1968; Schwidefsky and
Ackermann 1976; Stylianidis 2019). Photos have to be understood here as scaled representations
of the world (Solf 1971). The differences between two photographic representations of the same
points can be used to define the position and location of those points mathematically. However,

5

Some of the processing was performed at ABAKUS2.0 at the eScience center at the SDU Odense, Denmark
in cooperation with Emiliano Molinaro supported by DeIC and HUMlab at the University of Copenhagen.

6

Agisoft Metashape is the updated version of Agisoft Photoscan.
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complex contexts also showed the limits of this technology, as only points in the same plane
were in scale and could be used to produce for example a scaled 2D-plan. Photogrammetry
had a first revival with the establishment of personal computers and the possibility of using
stereo-viewer and CAD-software to produce plans over photos (cf. Almagro 1988). However,
most plans based on computer-supported photogrammetry of the late 1990s and early 2000s
were lacking the quality of a hand drawing. Draftspersons now could only rely for the drawing
on the photogrammetric image and not on the actual building (Petzet and Mader 1993, 162165). This means optical and visual illusions, distortions or blurs may led to misinterpretations
or incomplete records (Mader 2001).
The introduction of 3D-laserscanning presented for the first time a method that promised to
provide ‘objective’ record data (Ioannides et al. 2014; Ioannides et al. 2016; Grussenmeyer et
al. 2016; Historic England 2018). The laser scan promised a non-manipulated representation of
reality. However, the choice of scanner location, laser width, resolution and density etc. all had
a significant influence on the later result of the point cloud produced. The quality of the images
taken at the same time could impact the colour of the point cloud or present difficulties when
producing a convincing texture on the meshed surface.
Therefore, the laser scan technology was already showing certain limitations. Buildings need
to be prepared for such documentation and any form of vegetation should be removed from
the structure; generally speaking, any form of ‘dirt’ (e.g., soil, sediment, collapse material, etc.)
resting on wall tops or floors should be cleared and removed to avoid incomplete recordings.
However, this should be decided very carefully as “dirt” may actually represent the remains of
wall mortar, roofing or floors, which should be documented as well. A clear decision can only
be made on a case to case basis (cf. Weferling et al. 2001; Riedel et al. 2006; Heine et al. 2011;
Martens and Messemer 2016; as well as Franz and Vinken 2017; Hoppe and Breitling 2018;
CIPA 2019). In the case of the context discussed above (Space 16 at Göbekli Tepe), most of
the remaining sediment material stemmed from fill deposits, Aeolian sediment and/or eroded
Neolithic mortar material.
In contrast to a few years back, 3D-recording techniques based on Structure from Motion
(SfM) methodology are used extensively. Structure-from-Motion or SfM is a term used in the
field of computer vision and refers to an automatic process that recognises the spatial structure
of objects based on corresponding features in images. In the process, two-dimensional images
are ‘transformed’ into three-dimensional point clouds and finally meshed models. Due to the
constant pressure of dwindling budgets and time, SfM technology offers a lot of opportunities
for field archaeologists. The easy availability in terms of costs and accessibility of SfM software,
e.g., as open source software, has made it possible for everybody to perform 3D-recordings
from low-end to high-end quality and resolution. In recent years, it has become quite popular
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in archaeology and heritage management to use those software tools as an effective, low-cost
method for generating detailed three-dimensional models of archaeological sites, features or
artefacts. Although SfM-3D-recording leads to a reduction of time spent in the field doing
recording work, it also requires more ‘office’ time to process the data7. In reality, enough time
should also be allocated to the necessary preparations making a context ready for 3D-recording,
i.e., ensuring that the sources of the required data (e.g., walls, contexts etc.) are actually visible
to the camera.
In the case of the space 16 in area L09-80 at Göbekli Tepe, a total of eight hours on two days
during the 2018 season were allocated to cleaning the context to record the data for a 3D-model
with all the walls built in front of each other actual visible on first sight.
The remote control of the data is a weak point in the documentation flow as missing data or
inadequate recorded images cannot be added or produced easily once you have left the site.
Additionally, a 3D-model produced with SfM-technology is always only a model; due to the
randomly selected starting point of the mathematic operation and the applied algorisms, each
reconstruction process has a random result. In other words, point comparison of multi-images
is a random process and results are in the best case almost similar to each other but not necessarily so. Failure is part of this reconstruction process. Compared to laser scanning, which is the
recorded reflection of the emitted laser beam with minimal option of failure, SfM-technology
involves a high number of failure rates, e.g., due to extreme light contrasts in the images, blur
or low resolution of the digital images, etc. Incomplete datasets or models are a worst-case scenario; the missing data is in most cases lost as the context and findings are removed or modified.
Therefore, some precaution should be taken when taking the images.

Technical Aspects – Photos and Mathematics
When SfM-technologies became more widely available, the excitement to be able to produce
3D-models was great and culminated in the production of thousands of digital models based
on images, most of which can be regarded as attempts or failed attempts to reproduce contexts.
In most cases, the photos are lacking the necessary overlap or differences in the contrast of the
images are so high that they result in strange shapes and noise. In addition, most models were
made in low resolution to cope with the limitations posed by the available computer hardware,
e.g., inadequate graphic cards. Other models were lacking proper reference systems or a scale.

7

Traditionally it was calculated that two third of worktime would be allocated to do hand drawings in the
field and one third to produce a final plan at the office. With digital recording technologies, this time
scheduler turned: nowadays recording may need one third to fifty per cent for executing the record in the
field and fifty per cent to two third of the estimated time for the processing in the data at the office–off field.
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It goes without saying that incomplete models are a worst case scenario for (archaeological)
documentation.
Remarkably, in the early years of this technology only very few manuals were available; meanwhile, this has changed considerably, though the methods and guidelines are rarely taught
(or followed) systematically. This is perhaps even more surprising as most of these manuals,
which come from the software developers, e.g., Agisoft Metashape (Agisoft 2021), Meshroom
(AliceVision 2020), Visual SfM (Wu 2013), ARC 3D (Tingdahl and Van Gool 2011), or from
heritage institutions (e.g., Historic England 2017, 2018; Historic Environment Scotland 2018,
Waldhäusl et al. 2013, also Busen et al. 2017), are freely available online.
The quality of the images is directly correlated to the precision and accuracy of the resulting
model. Blurriness of images or (digital) noise due to too high ISO can be challenging, often
leading to unsatisfying results. Although there can never be too many images, high numbers of
photos can challenge the available hardware (memory) and jeopardise model processing. Too
few images and images lacking sufficient overlap will eventually lead to incomplete models.
High-resolution images may turn out to be too big to process due to computing power limitations (see e.g., Waldhäusl et al. 2013). The time needed for processing the data in high quality
can easily stretch over several days or weeks depending on the existing computing power and
the size of the available memory.
In practice, 3D reconstruction from images requires much more than just the actual SfMprogression. Current software solutions offer tools for pre-processing of images; such as lens
correction and image masking, fully automated image matching, transition from sparse SfMpoint clouds to dense Multi-View Stereo (MVS) point clouds and closed surface and colour
reconstruction (meshing and texturing) of models. The technology and method needs a bit of
practice; especially regarding proper image acquisition with correct sharpness and overlapping
of images. When the image acquisition is done properly, the results of a SfM-workflow are
comparable in detail, precision, and accuracy to those of hardware-based scanning with special
devices (using e.g., terrestrial laser scanners or structured light scanners). SfM-based recording
can even catch finer details than laser-scanning due to the higher resolution of the photo-sensible sensors of a camera (Kersten et al. 2014; Kersten et al. 2015).

3D-recording, for what Purpose?
Certainly, there is nothing wrong with storing data that would allow for the processing of
higher quality models at later dates. In the case of a crisis (e.g., as in the case of the current pandemic) when it is not possible to conduct on site investigations–high-resolution models allow
us to visit the site virtually; Virtual Reality (VR)-technologies mean than we can check details,
measures and contexts, and the more detailed the model is, the better it fulfils this function.
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Although, VR-systems certainly have their issues when it comes to hi-res-models with dense
information, these will likely be remedied by the arrival of more powerful hardware. This strategy may also be of advantage when a site is too fragile to access or if it is located in a remote
location; so far this option is still limited and not commonly used.
Therefore, a proper preparation of the contexts in question for documenting on site is needed
to ensure that all relevant contexts are visible and not hidden. Finally, the question is always,
which features should be recorded and for what purpose?

Field Recording - Preparing a Context
The cleaning of archaeological contexts prior to recording has always been a necessity, even
in the case of traditional hand drawings. Digital recording is no exception and also requires
a thorough cleaning of the archaeological contexts to ensure that everything that should be
documented is actually visible. However, there are different intensities of cleaning; for example,
while in traditional recording––e.g., drawings––the human eye can complete joints, shapes
and borderlines of stones and it is possible to indicate findings, projections or hidden features
with dotted or dashed lines, this is not immediately possible for digital recording. With digital
recording, you only can document what the lens of the camera catches or the laser can reach
and reflect. This must be considered when preparing a context for documentation. Indeed, one
might even decide to make several 3D-recordings to document the different stages of cleaning.
In some cases, it may be helpful to use an industrial vacuum cleaner to prepare the context; this
has the advantage that the removed sediment is automatically collected and can be processed
as well. Still, the features of the context should be carefully assessed to decide what has to be
removed and what should stay and be present in the model.

Taking Images for SfM-based Models
In order to produce 3D-models based on photographs, some basic guidelines should be followed: Photos should have an overlap of at least 50-80%; photos should be taken in a convergent fashion; and photos should be taken at various angles, not only with one orientation as
this helps to reduce possible distortions in the resulting model. Although not always possible,
consideration should also be given to the time of day that the pictures are taken in order to provide the best lighting conditions. As a general guideline, morning and afternoon hours provide
the best light for photography work; the light is low and images will not be too bright––thus
not obscuring features––and also showing areas entirely in shadow. In general, large variations
in brightness should be avoided for the generation of 3D-models. The number of moving objects in the images, e.g., people and animals, should also be limited; on the other hand, current
software applications can recognize moving features and will eliminate them from the model.
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For the area of L09-80, space 16 at Göbekli Tepe the photographs were first taken in two
rounds moving around the entire space, which did not take more than 20 minutes per round.
In a second step, the walls were recorded with over-lapping images taken parallel to the wall
faces with slightly shifting angles, but with almost similar distance. Finally, some close-up detail
shots and random overview shots were taken to fill gaps and to allow details to be visible. The
photos were processed with the Agisoft Photoscan workflow into a low-resolution model in the
afternoon of the same day to check the general quality of the dataset. This process may take one
to two hours, depending on the total number of photos taken. Additional images were taken
the following day to minimize the risk of missing data.

L09-80, Space 16: Some Building Archaeological Results
The 3D-recording process improved our understanding of space 16. What was clear from the
start was that the building comprises not only space16, but also spaces 18, 96, and most probably the (upper floor?) space 42. The earliest structure in the area is represented by stone walls
(L09-80-110, L09-79-50.1, and L09-79-52) which seem to make up the eastern part of a relatively large building (about 32 m2) with a round to ovoid ground plan. Only the eastern curved
wall of this earlier building was incorporated into the later structure when a major rebuilding
in the area took place. As a result, a new and slightly smaller rectangular appearing main space
16 and a northern annex 18 were created inside the former ovoid structure. This main room
was defined by remnants of the earlier curved wall segment (L09-80-110) to the east and newly
built walls to the south, west and north (L09-79-9, L09-80-111/144 and L09-80-71). These
new walls were bonded at (almost) right angles resulting in the half-rectangular and half-rounded ground plan of space 16. This room had a good quality and smooth plaster floor (L09-80108 and L09-80-122) which included crushed, split limestone.
Following some potential earthquake destruction, a further modification of space 16 took place
that incorporated an additional new set of walls (L09-80-63, L09-80-44, L09-80-43 and L0980-65 to the north, east, south and west respectively). The relationship of these walls could
only be clarified in the process of preparing the context for the 3D recording in 2018 (Figure
4). How the different walls connect with each other, i.e., the different building events, was
only observable after a thorough cleaning of the walls and joints. The walls in question were set
against and partly on top of the earlier stone walls. An exception was the southern wall (L0980-43) which was constructed at some distance from the earlier exterior wall (L09-79-9), thus
creating the small and narrow (ca. 1.5 m2) space 96 and running in the west over the earlier
wall L09-80-111/144.
In this building phase the ground floor area of space 16 was limited to ca. 14.6 m2 (Figure 5),
and four T-shaped pillars defined its interior, two of which (PVII and PVIII) were free-standing
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and situated in the western part of the room. The remnants of the other two (PIX and PX)
were incorporated into the eastern wall (L09-80-44) of space 16. However, it is unclear where
these T-shaped pillars originated; the preserved plaster floor shows only the footprints of a set
of benches which were obviously removed in the last use phase before destruction or abandonment.
During the documentation process, the walls defining the western limits of space 16/42 were
of particularly interest. The preserved wall remains show a series of wall structures placed in
front of each other on the ground floor8 and on the upper floor level. The initial ground floor
wall (L09-80-144) is almost double the width of the wall segment belonging to the upper floor
(L09-80-1469); wall L09-80-144 also connects in a right angle to the northern wall L09-8071. The later walls L09-80-65 and L09-80-63––built in front of both––show the same feature.
The later wall L09-80-15 of space 42 rests on a layer of broken wall stones, fist-sized stones
and mixed sediment––possibly representing an earlier floor between space 16 and space 42 or
a destruction layer. It is constructed in front of wall L09-80-146, partially resting on the earlier ground floor wall L09-80-144. Obviously, wall L09-80-65 takes over the function as load
bearing structural element from the earlier wall to serve as a support for the beams and timbers
of the floors/ceiling structure of space 42/16. The fact that this similar arrangement of ground
floor- and upper floor walls was rebuilt after a destructive event points towards the re-building
of a two-storey house unit.
Space 16 was probably covered by a structural ceiling, thus allowing for the construction of
a second storey, namely space 42. This part of the building represents an upper floor which
covered an area of at least 22.5 m2. It was defined by a set of walls to the west, north and east
(L09-80-15, L09-80-16 and L09-80-85/L09-80-90 respectively). The southern limit of the
space remains unclear due to the bad state of preservation of this part of the building, though
it seems likely that it could have been demarcated by the upper part of either the southern wall
(L09-80-43) of space 16 or the southern wall (L09-79-16) of space 96. It is also likely that a
roof covered this space, too. Interestingly, the superimposed spaces 16 and 42 could have been
connected via a portal stone (Obj. GT17-WS-0080) that was found in the room-fill in the
south-western corner of space 16. Upper floor space 42 connects to the north with space 18
(with approx. 2.1 m2) through a wall opening (L09-80-16/L09-80-83).

8

Some would perhaps call it a basement; however, based on the terminology developed for the southern
Levantine steep slope architecture of Basta (Gebel et al. 2006) and Ba’ja (Kinzel 2013), the term “ground
floor” is preferred.

9

There is still also the possibility that wall L09-80-146 actually belongs to a neighbouring structure or was
shared by two building units.
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Another feature of the architecture became much clearer during the recording process and in
the later 3D-model were traces of destruction. The bulking, tilting, and general deformation of
the upper floor walls clearly indicates that an earthquake led to the destruction of the building
and the partial filling of space 1610.

Conclusion: 2D, 3D and What Next?
The use of digital recording methods is supposed to speed up the process of recording in the
field. Additionally, it can provide data for more detailed and easier accessible results. Further,
the 3D-models provide stunning visuals which can be used to show diachronic changes in architectural structures.
However, the efforts to produce satisfying 3D-recordings and to build archaeological analyses
can easily equal or even exceed the time spent on traditional hand drawings. In fact, the time
spent on cleaning and preparing for a digital recording is comparable to the time spent on site
for traditional hand drawings and related studies of the building and the traces of its use-life
(Bauforschung).
In contrast to the two-dimensional hand drawings, digital SfM-recordings can also capture the
third dimension; these can provide the basis for a four-dimensional model.
The processing operation of SfM or modelling software is setting parameters that are comparable with decisions made in the drawing process. Which resolution (scale) is best suited to the
anticipated purpose? Will the model be the basis for a fine detailed 3D-print; will it serve for
a basic topographic model of the site and its built environment; will it be a high-resolution
recording to produce later photo plans of archaeological features; and what are the limits presented by the available hardware?
The random calculation process of the software creates some uncertainty in relation to the “accuracy and precision” of a model; a digital model is merely a 3D-reconstruction of a context
and not the reality (in contrast to a laser scan!). Each calculation process will result in a slightly
different but close to similar result. So, what should be saved and preserved: the final model or
the raw data?
What really matters is the raw-data and reference points, scales, and coordinates of models as
these allow us to reprocess the data at a later date; lost and/or incomplete raw data cannot be
reproduced, especially in respect to archaeological contexts which are in most cases already gone
and not reproducible. It may also be good to think of a Plan B for a data backup. Experience

10

For a more detailed debate of the possible scenarios, see Schönicke in prep.
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tells us that digital data storage and maintenance can be a challenge, e.g., due to the establishment of new standards, new file or storage formats or incompatible software updates.
In the case of Göbekli Tepe, the combination of traditional recording techniques with state of
the art digital recording technologies has been very successful so far. On the one hand, this approach has reduced the actual time in the field, and on the other it has provided an additional
record of contexts which may be removed in a later step of archaeological excavation work. This
is true also for the documentation of the Neolithic built environment as demonstrated for area
L09-80.
SfM/photogrammetry should be seen as an additional tool and not as a full replacement for
traditional recording techniques, especially when it comes to the documentation of architecture. However, possessing high-resolution models of archaeological contexts may also help in
future to study those contexts and features further, when access to sites is not possible or access
is limited (e.g., due to lack of funds, pandemic events or armed conflicts).
Digital technologies also make it possible to consider the factor “time” in 3D models. In order to
optimize building processes the building industry has developed so-called Building Information
Modelling (BIM) technologies. BIM is used to plan, manage and monitor building sites during
the construction process. Such approaches should be explored much more for archaeological
contexts, especially as it may help us to simulate and better understand the impact of time on
the built environment in the past.
As argued earlier (Kinzel 2008), models and recordings of architecture should reflect and represent time. Therefore, it is essential to understand the complexity of simultaneous site formation
processes with different speed and pace contributing to the changes and continuity of Near
Eastern Neolithic architecture (Kinzel et al. 2020). The 3D-recordings of space 16 in area L0980 have not only contributed to a better understanding of the order of (buildings) events but
will also enable us to present in future the results of the building archaeological studies in a
much more condensed way.
The digital record does not replace the need to study and to understand the recorded structures
(Großmann 2010, 75), and a digital 3D-model does not replace architectural documentation.
In a nutshell, the digital record is a method and tool that provides the basis for a three-dimensional documentation of architectural and archaeological contexts over time.
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Figure 1. GT1999: L09-80, vertical shot of the area with walls exposed as documented
(photo: K. Schmidt/DAI/Göbekli Tepe Archive 1999).
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Figure 2. GT: L09-80, (a) wall loci L09-80-65 and L09-80-144 before cleaning
(photo: D. Sönmez/DAI, 2017); (b) after cleaning (photo: M. Kinzel/DAI, 2018).

Figure 3. GT: L09-80, Cleaning of wall tops (Loci L09-80-65 and L09-80-144)
to prepare for 3D-recording (photo: L. Clare/DAI, 2018).
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Figure 4. GT: L09-80, 3D-model with building phases of the relevant context discussed here early plaster
floor (blue), earlier alterations of the structure (orange), later alteration (green), (M. Kinzel 2020).

Figure 5. Göbekli Tepe, L09-80 Building development in the area around space 16
(after Kinzel et al. 2020).
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Figure 6. Top: Göbekli Tepe 2002 hand drawing (original scale 1:20) by C. Winterstein (DAI/Göbekli
Tepe Project Archive 2001). Middle: Göbekli Tepe: L09-80, space R16/42 SfM Modell 2017 (based on
280 images processed with Agisoft Photoscan – High Quality; by M. Kinzel and D. Sönmez); Göbekli Tepe
2017: L09-80, R16/42 wall loci L09-80-144, L09-80-65, L09-80-146, L09-80-15, L09-80-43, L09-80-63,
(Floor Loc. L09-80-122). Bottom: Göbekli Tepe 2019: digital 3D-model of area L09-80 with spaces 12, 16,
18 and 96 (based on SfM-recording by M. Kinzel 2018; processed in 2019 and edited in 2020).
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Figure 7. L09-80 elevation of wall L09-80-65/15 and 144 (hand drawing 2002 by D. Kurapkat, 3D-model
2017 by M. Kinzel, D. Sönmez, 3D-model 2018, by M. Kinzel, edited by M. Kinzel 2020).
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